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Hidden Between Craft and Industry: 
Engineering Patternmakers’ Design 
Knowledge

Jesse Adams Stein   

Craft is currently experiencing an academic and popular revival, as evidenced by 
increasing interest in ‘makers’ and artisanal practices, both within and beyond 
design history. Yet, in this moment of craft’s resurgence, some aspects are regularly 
overlooked. Industrial craft in manufacturing, for instance, is a field ripe for closer 
analysis. Engineering patternmaking is an industrial craft that remains almost 
invisible in design history, despite the design-related nature of patternmaking, and 
its centrality to many industrial manufacturing processes. Drawing on oral histories 
with Australian patternmakers, this article emphasizes that patternmaking is both 
a manual and intellectual practice that requires thorough knowledge of drawing, 
materials, geometry, three-dimensional visuality and manufacturing processes 
planning. Accordingly, I argue that patternmakers possess and enact a specific type 
of design knowledge, a form of expertise that has thus far been undervalued in both 
design and craft histories. Making use of Nigel Cross’ influential theorization of 
‘designerly ways of knowing’, this article explores the connections and divergences 
between design and patternmaking knowledge sets, reminding us that the making 
of manufactured objects is deeply collaborative across professional and class 
formations. In doing so, I highlight the significance of industrial craft knowledge 
in the actualization of design. This example has broader historical implications for 
how design history frames and values the knowledge, skills and influence of those 
engaged in industrial production.

Keywords: crafts—design knowledge—engineering patternmaking—manufacture—oral 
history—skill

Prologue
At the core of that was patternmaking, where an idea grew legs, literally grew 
legs. An idea from, y’know, an engineer’s or a designer’s mind, made it onto paper 
in two dimensions, and then, through the skill of the patternmaker, it gained a 
third dimension and became real. And that really had me, I mean I wanted to be 
a part of that. 

Peter Williams, engineering patternmaker and teacher1

Three years ago, the only ‘patternmaker’ I had heard of belonged to textiles produc-
tion. All this was to change in winter 2015, when I was conducting fieldwork at a 
steel foundry in the state of Victoria, in regional Australia. I was there as part of a re-
search team, exploring the intricacies of a family-owned steel foundry which had no 
desire to offshore to Asia.2 We undertook fast-paced social-science-style interviews in 
an icy meeting room. I was nine weeks’ pregnant, ravenously hungry, freezing cold, 
and somewhat consumed by all of these conditions. But on the final day of field-
work, a couple of interviews stood out in my memory. We met with two engineering 
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patternmakers from the foundry’s patternshop. I will call them Sam and Frank.3 When 
asked to describe his job, Frank explained:

I’m a patternmaker by trade. I’ve been [a patternmaker for] 47 years or some-
thing. It has changed … Mainly it’s a lot of machine work now … We make 
patterns, sort of, but it’s a lot of assembly now. It’s either [3D] printed or cut on 
the CNC [Computer Numerically Controlled] machine, and we just put it all to-
gether. But occasionally we do make the old-style wooden patterns, but that’s 
only occasionally.4

I was struck by his demeanour: defeated, but accepting.

Engineering patternmaking, I was soon to learn, emerged as a distinct trade in indus-
trializing economies in the mid-nineteenth century; it was a specialized off-shoot from 
the ‘all-round’ role of the millwright.5 Put very simply, a patternmakers used engin-
eering or design drawings to construct a three-dimensional form (a pattern) as ac-
curately as possible.6 The pattern—usually a positive form—was used to produce a 
cavity for production processes involving moulding and casting [1].7 From producing 
large-scale patterns for steel castings [2], to the intricate forms for tiny glucose candy 
‘jubes’ [3], a patternmaker was responsible for the original three-dimensional form 
used to produce the final, replicable product. Traditionally, patterns were made out of 
timber, and patternmakers were renowned for their precision skills in woodworking.8

I was not alone in my ignorance of patternmaking; historically it has remained on the 
fringes. In 1904, an anonymous patternmaker complained that it is ‘seldom that we 
hear very much about’ patternmakers, despite the fact that they are:

… necessary for the production of ordinary lamp posts, piano frames, fire grates, 
any kind of brackets, all sorts of machinery, locomotive, turbine and marine 
engines, or any other article which must be moulded and cast in brass, iron, steel 
or other metal.9

The lesser-known status of patternmaking can be partly explained by the very nature 
of industrial moulding and casting processes: patternmaking occurs after the design 
and prototyping stages, but before the final product comes into fruition. In this sense, 
patternmakers are intermediaries, working in the shadows of design. While their la-
bour is crucial for the actualization of design objects requiring moulding and/or casting, 

patternmakers’ hands tend not to touch the final pro-
duced object. This disconnection from the ‘real thing’ is 
one of the reasons—according to the anonymous pat-
ternmaker above—that patternmakers were regularly 
underpaid, undervalued and misunderstood.10 For de-
sign historians and curators, the implications of valuing 
not just the ‘thing’ itself, but its pre-production ‘collat-
eral’ has fascinating potential for research.

Although I  did not know it at the time, these ini-
tial interviews in 2015 were a moment of profound 
change in my understanding of the world of design 
and its relationship to industrial production. There are 
moments in the research process—as historians and 
designers will recognize—where it feels as if a cav-
ernous space opens up in front of us, prompting a 

Fig 1. Gear pattern (with 
resultant casting) by Peter 
White, Dolman Pattern & Model 
Makers, n.d., reproduced with 
permission. 
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sense of both exceptional possibility, but also fear at 
the scope of the new terrain ahead. Three years later, 
I sit at home with my two-year-old child, holding one 
of their much-loved vintage die-cast cars, attempting 
to imagine the intricately hand-carved timber form 
that was once necessary to produce toys such as these. 
Running my hands over the rounded corners of a 4-cm 
die-cast Holden FJ, the disciplinary boundaries of what 
constitutes ‘design’, ‘craft’ and ‘engineering’ seem to 
recede. The overwhelming sense I felt during those first 
interviews owed to the fact that I could see the messy 
relations between design history, technology, labour 
and industrial production entangling in front of me. 
Appreciating this entanglement allows us to revalue 
the place patternmakers had within a broader network 
of design-related roles, activities and knowledge sets, 
as the Introduction will explain.

Introduction
It’s a bit of a black art. An integral part of the manufac-
turing process – but no one knows it’s there. They think 
that the design is made, and then all of a sudden out 
comes a part. And you just can’t explain it, it’s impos-
sible to explain what I did for a living.11

Engineering patternmaker Scott Murrells

This article makes a claim about a particular kind of de-
sign knowledge that is possessed by specialized non-
designers who work in fields that are related to, but are 
not, strictly speaking, industrial design. It urges us to re-
member that deep understandings of the human-made world are not the mere pur-
view of those with the privilege to call themselves professional designers, and a great 
deal can be learned from others, for example, industrial trades. While design history 
has, in recent years, come some way in appreciating the design contributions of ama-
teurs, collectors and enthusiasts,12 less has been said about the knowledge and prac-
tices of industrial craftspeople, whose work is fundamentally linked to the production 
of designed things. Patternmaking is an industrial craft that remains almost invisible 
in design history, despite the design-oriented nature of patternmaking, and its former 
centrality to many manufacturing processes. In popular visions of mass-manufacturing, 
we tend to be quick to remember the industrial designer, and many may point to the 
harsh realities of labour on a production line, but it is the highly skilled, craft-based 
intermediate stages of production that receive far less attention, both within and be-
yond design history. Accordingly, this article focuses on what engineering patternmak-
ers know through practice, and makes an argument about why this is important for 
designers and design historians to understand. Through their work, patternmakers 
harnessed in-depth understandings of design form, materials, geometry and manu-
facturing processes. More than merely being ‘process workers’ following orders on 
the shopfloor, patternmakers played a distinct and influential role in bringing things 
into being.

Fig 2. Large pattern for a 
casting by Debra Schuckar, 
State Electricity Commission 
Victoria, 1988, personal album, 
reproduced with permission.
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My use of the term ‘design knowledge’ is drawn playfully from Nigel Cross’ influential 
theorization of Designerly Ways of Knowing, which, while the subject of ongoing de-
bate, seems to be consistently returned to as a pedagogical anchor for defining design 
knowledge.13 In brief, Cross delineates design as a ‘third area’ of knowledge (humani-
ties and sciences being the other two arenas). He explained:

Designerly ways of knowing rest on the manipulation of non-verbal codes in 
the material culture; these codes translate ‘messages’ either way between con-
crete objects and abstract requirements; they facilitate the constructive, solution-
focused thinking … they are probably the most effective means of tackling the 
characteristically ill-defined problems of planning, designing and inventing new 
things.14

As I will outline, many of these aspects of design knowledge—with the exception of 
the final category (tackling ill-defined problems)—can also be understood in relation 
to the expertise of engineering patternmakers. In comparing Cross’ conceptualiza-
tion of design knowledge with my research into patternmakers’ knowledge through 
practice, I demonstrate the interconnectedness between some of the conceptual and 
practical arenas of design and patternmaking. Presented this way, design and pat-
ternmaking operate on a spectrum of practice, rather than within bounded, polar-
ized limits, which might be strictly delineated and labelled by some as ‘craft’ and 
‘design’. (I have not forgotten ‘craft’ in this discussion, it is addressed at some length 
further on.)

I want to be careful about what I am claiming here: I am not arguing that pattern-
makers are designers—in the authorial, creative sense—but rather, that they are 
design-affiliated professionals who thoroughly understand many aspects of design, 
and, historically and even today, their expertise has been of great value to designers. 
Patternmakers are not generally involved in the original authorship of a new design, 
but their vital role in pre-production for many manufacturing processes often results 
in collaborative design changes, so as to ensure production is possible. Such changes 
may not be particularly obvious, but they are often essential for ensuring a successful 
end result. In this way, I  argue that patternmakers’ accumulated understandings of 
form, materials literacy, problem-solving and three-dimensional visualization constitute 

Fig 3. Negative mould for 
glucose jube forms by Paul 
Kay, W. G. Kay & Co., Sydney, 
reproduced with permission. 
Photograph by the author, 2018.
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a form of design knowledge, which extends well beyond the oversimplified notion of a 
technician or craftsperson who is ‘good with their hands’.

Accordingly, this article explores how patternmakers’ design knowledge manifests as 
a practice in the nitty-gritty specificity of their labour activities. This focus provides 
a subtle but important challenge to design history’s (and design studies’) sometimes 
designer-centric framing of industrial design and manufacturing. Here, I am responding 
to calls by design theorist Lucy Kimbell for an understanding of design that ‘de-centres 
the designer as the main agent in designing’, and acknowledges design as ‘involving 
diverse and multiple actors’.15 This has broader historical implications for how design 
history frames and values the knowledge, skills and influence of those engaged in in-
dustrial production.

As I hinted earlier, in this study I am deliberately eschewing strict disciplinary distinc-
tions. I am not concerned, for instance, with the need to draw a clear division between 
what is ‘craft’, and what is ‘design’. My own observations of industrial design and pat-
ternmaking practices suggest that this line is much blurrier in practice than in theory 
and pedagogy.16 As argued by design theorist Tony Fry, design history risks being ‘his-
torically dislocated’ and restricted by its focus on disciplinary boundaries.17 It is impera-
tive, Fry argues, that new forms of design history engage with the

huge complexity of the ‘world-within-the-world’ of human fabrication, wherein 
everything within this world has been created by design: as such, it is often invis-
ible, mostly anonymous.18

This means that it is possible to say, for instance, that patternmakers practice a craft, 
as well as possessing specialized understandings of design form, material literacy and 
manufacturability. In this view, design knowledge and craft practice need not be seen 
as mutually exclusive categories.

The structure of this article is as follows: first, the methods and sources for this study 
are introduced, and a background historical context—relevant to Australian pattern-
makers—is outlined. From there, the discussion is situated within the context of the 
growing discourse about industrial craft, both within and beyond design history. Oral 
history evidence is then drawn upon in order to outline the process of making a pat-
tern. A close engagement with these processes opens up possibilities for paralleling 
Cross’ conceptualization of ‘designerly ways of knowing’ with patternmaking practice. 
The final section provides a brief discussion about patternmakers’ relative freedom to 
make changes to a design. I conclude by briefly reflecting on the continuing value of 
trades knowledge in the context of emerging digital fabrication technologies.

Sources: hearing stories, finding patterns
One of the challenges for industrial design and manufacturing histories is sourcing evi-
dence about production methods and worker experience. For craft theorist Ezra Shales, 
it is the voices of workers that can open up our empathic understanding of industrial 
 labour practices, revealing links between past and present, and demonstrating the inter-
connectedness of craft, design and industry. Shales states that oral histories enable us 
to ‘decipher everyday life, not necessarily praxis as it stands in the design academy’.19 
Similarly, I have drawn upon oral history interviews with engineering patternmakers, as 
a way of (literally) opening up dialogue between design and manufacturing, both past 
and present. The example explored here is a small group of Australian patternmakers 
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with manufacturing experience spanning the 1940s to the present. I make use of two 
separate but related interview projects. The first project, as mentioned at the start of this 
article, involved observational fieldwork and interviews at an Australian steel foundry in 
2015.20 The second, more in-depth project—the Reshaping Australian Manufacturing—
is conducted in partnership with the National Library of Australia.21

Space precludes me from providing a highly detailed background into the methodo-
logical complexities of handling oral history interviews and content analysis. It is im-
portant to note, however, that there are long-established social history methods of 
using oral history to understand working life and working-class experience.22 Verbal 
accounts provide insights into socially inscribed labour relations, tacit knowledge, un-
official practices and sensory experiences. It is now broadly established that oral his-
tories do not, generally speaking, uncover ‘what happened’ on a purely factual basis. 
Rather, oral testimony helps us understand how people construct narratives about the 
past.23 In this sense, the content generated conveys nuances of meaning, memory, 
perception and politics. Oral histories also provide a way to understand material cul-
ture, changing practices and perceptions of skill in social context, opening up paths to 
understanding the embodied experience of work.24 In a similar manner to Giovanni 
Contini’s interviews with Italian miners and quarry workers,25 my interviews with pat-
ternmakers demonstrate how craftworkers understand and situate their own know-
ledge and skill, how they articulate their material engagement and how they perceive 
their role in bringing things into being.26

Background: engineering patternmakers in Australia
In the Australian technical training system—largely inherited from the United 
Kingdom—to formally qualify as an engineering patternmaker, an apprentice is inden-
tured for four (formerly five) years with an employer, as well as completing studies at 
a technical institute. In Australia, nineteenth-century patternmakers tended to work 
within metal foundries or in discrete small businesses known as ‘patternshops’. With 
the growth of plastics manufacturing in the twentieth century, patternmakers adapted 
to embrace more precise, smaller forms of patternmaking, in the service of toolmaking 
for plastics production, and also in association with automotive manufacturing. This 
has meant that the practices of patternmakers, toolmakers and industrial modelmakers 
are closely allied and often overlap.27

At first glance, the connection between plastics production and highly refined wood-
work might seem obscure.28 But throughout much of the twentieth century, dimen-
sionally stable timbers such as Huon Pine and Mahogany were seen as ideal materials 
for making intricate models for toolmaking and plastics production. For instance, pat-
ternmaker Bryan Poynton recalled, ‘One time I had to make – out of Huon Pine – a very 
fine cup and saucer which was a model to be approved of for Ansett Airways’.29 While 
the verbatim transcription may not communicate this, there is a certain delight that 
patternmakers get in their voice when they talk of using Huon Pine to make models 
and patterns.30

In the second half of the twentieth century, patternmakers expanded their materials 
repertoire well beyond timber, working more with Epoxy resins, silicone, polyester filler 
(known in Australia as ‘bog filler’), high-density polyurethane, fibreglass, polystyrene, 
among other materials.31 In this sense, patternmakers were the initial beneficiaries of 
technological change in the twentieth century, as booming plastics production led to 
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further demand for their services. This also resulted in the emergence of further spe-
cializations within the patternmaking trade, with some patternmakers, for example, 
collaborating with toolmakers, using a pantographic machine to reproduce patterns in 
metal. Other patternmakers focused on resin patterns and mouldings for food manu-
facturing [3], or patterns for vacuum formed plastics. Another group of patternmakers 
focused their skills on patterns for metal casting foundries. Master patterns for castings 
were typically made out of timbers such as Sugar Pine and Jelutong, and the end-
product castings were often for mining and agricultural equipment, railways, shipping 
industries and other industrial machinery [4].

Two significant shifts in the late twentieth century spelled the end of Australian pat-
ternmakers’ security: shifting national economic policy and technological change. 
Given patternmakers do not produce a ‘final product’, they are entirely reliant on 
other manufacturing industries for survival. This is why an explanation of the broader 
story of Australian manufacturing is necessary. As a consequence of the Australian 
Labor Government’s Accord with Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) between 
1983 and 1997, Australia retained a centralized wage fixing system, but floated the 
Australian dollar and gradually dismantled the tariff protection system in favour of ‘free 
trade’, among other policy shifts.32 As a result, Australian manufacturing firms—many 
of which were typically small- to medium-size businesses—were thrust into global 
competition. Their overseas competitors often had access to looser regulatory struc-
tures, lower wage requirements, larger markets, geographical advantages and cheaper 
supplies.

The diminishing political support for manufacturing in Australia was further entrenched 
in the first two decades of the twenty-first century, both by Liberal-National and Labor 
governments. During this period, local manufacturers faced the challenges of a high 
Australian dollar, the Global Financial Crisis, and a political preference for minerals 
extraction over manufacturing.33 Ultimately, this led to the exit of all large-scale auto-
motive manufacturing from Australia in 2017 (which has had cascading impacts in 
many other sectors, including patternmaking).34 Evidently, the story of manufacturing 
decline is by no means exclusive to Australia; patternmakers are a declining profession 
elsewhere (particularly in the Global North),35 owing to a confluence of economic and 
technological factors.

The most significant technological reason for patternmaking’s decline is the wide-
spread uptake of CNC (Computer Numerically Controlled) milling machines [5], 
CADD software, and, to a lesser extent, 3D print-
ing, from the 1990s onwards. The introduction of 
CNC meant that patternmakers began to do far less 
‘hands-on’ pattern production, and their manual con-
nection to the work was increasingly reduced to fin-
ishing and painting. Essentially, a patternmaker’s role 
became more of a machine-attendant, a hand-finisher, 
and/or a production planner and CADD technician.36 
With CNC, the practice of patternmaking—in its fully 
exercised sense—is now on the cusp of disappearance, 
gradually moving, as it were, into full technological 
redundancy.

Patternmaking is now something of an endangered 
species within the fragile ecology that makes up the 

Fig 4. Master pattern for 
a bearing cover by Peter 
White, Dolman Pattern & 
Model Makers, n.d., Jelutong 
timber, 400 mm diameter, later 
moulded in Epoxy resin for 
production, reproduced with 
permission.
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remnants of Australian manufacturing.37 The second patternmaker I  ever met, Sam 
(mentioned in the Prologue), explained:

Patternmaking is a very small trade, especially the way I was taught to do it … a 
customer comes in with a requirement, and we just build anything, any shape, any 
form. It was all traditional patternmaking too, a lot of woodworking, hand tools 
… Down on the floor here we’ve got young Stuart. He’s just finished his appren-
ticeship last year. He’ll be the last Victorian patternmaker ever.38

With the benefit of hindsight, I can now say that this is a good example of the way 
many patternmakers talk. When asked to explain their trade, they invariably commence 
by stating that they make three-dimensional forms, and end with a statement about 
how patternmaking is ‘on the way out’, ‘over’ or the trade is ‘dead’. They are not 
being melodramatic. At the time of writing (2018), there remain only seven currently 
enrolled engineering patternmaking apprentices in Australia.39 While approximately 
2,200 patternmakers are still recorded as working in Australia,40 most who were inden-
tured in this trade have retrained in other fields, or taken early retirement. Of the 
group I interviewed, almost none envisage a long-term future in patternmaking. Yet, 
perhaps unexpectedly, manufacturing employers in Australia today still seek qualified 
patternmakers and claim that it is hard to find them.41 What they seek, therefore, is 
not just the patternmakers’ manual labour at the patternshop bench, but their spe-
cialist knowledge—their in-depth and practiced understanding of design form, surface, 
materials and manufacturing processes. But many Australian patternmakers—bored by 
what technology has done to their skilled labour, and understandably anxious about 
the long-term economic prospects of local manufacturing—have decided to move on 
to something else, or retire. This devaluation (and revaluation) of industrial craft is 
explored in the following section, with specific reference to how design history has 
handled the matter.

Fig 5. Haas CNC machining 
centre, access granted by G. and 
D. Tyrrell, Kimbeny Pty. Ltd., 
Sydney. Photograph by the 
author, 2018.
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Design histories of industrial craft
Where once ‘craft’ was understood as the antithesis of industrial factory production, in 
recent years, historians of design and craft have shifted beyond this dichotomy.42 We 
are no longer subject to the long-standing assumption that craft practices and indus-
trial production are at opposing ends of a polarized binary, a notion that can be traced 
from John Ruskin and the Arts & Craft Movement’s reaction against the industrial revo-
lution.43 There is a growing understanding of the interconnectedness of design, pro-
duction and craft, both past and present. As argued by design and craft theorist Glenn 
Adamson, it is now possible to understand craft not as an ‘eternal’ tradition rooted in 
the distant past, but as a ‘modern invention’ that emerged in constant relation to in-
dustrial design and factory production.44

Craft—in its many guises—is now experiencing a revival in terms of popular consump-
tion and academic analysis, across humanities disciplines.45 Recent years have seen 
a burgeoning study of craft not only in design history and modern craft studies,46 
but also in anthropology, sociology and human geography.47 This has broadened the 
scope of our analysis, and challenged narrower notions of craft as regional, colonized, 
nostalgia-laden, gendered and/or amateur.48 Fashionable craft practices such as beer 
brewing, surfboard making and hair-dressing have recently received academic atten-
tion as skilled activities worthy of serious analysis.49 It is fair to say that we are moving 
in the direction of a more comprehensive understanding of the historical and contem-
porary complexity of craft.

There remain some blind-spots, however. Craft still tends to be more readily identified 
in the realm of the artisanal handcrafter, and the unglamorous, grubbier and more 
apparently working-class practices remain less recognized.50 This may be an uncom-
fortable thing to suggest, but it is worth asking whether design history replicates social 
class structures, in our choice of topics for investigation. Craft’s role in heavy industrial 
production remains relatively unchartered territory for design historians and social sci-
entists alike. Reyner Banham hinted at this, in his somewhat eccentric polemic, ‘Sparks 
from a Plastic Anvil’ in 2008:

A craftsman to most literate people is the man who stands under the spreading 
chestnut tree doing all those groovy things with his muscles, but where is he now? 
Quite a lot of them are doing quite well, thank you, in the post-horse era … What 
I am getting to is that the craftsman, as is normally understood, has far from dis-
appeared. He has found a number of very important niches within the structure of 
manufacturing industry. We do not get his products directly, but nevertheless we 
do get his products.51

The indirect nature of this encounter speaks very appropriately to a lay experience 
of patternmaking. There are, of course, some exceptions, and the work of Shales is 
one example.52 As Shales has argued, we must move past the perception that indus-
trial manufacturing is a realm almost exclusively dominated by machines and unskilled 
labourers.53 The idea of heavy industrial manufacturing still generally invites mental 
images that are seemingly craft’s antithesis: conveyor-belt production lines in some 
far-away low-wage nation, or fully mechanized robotic factories. Shales challenges 
this, directing our attention to the skilled craft production that is ongoing in factories, 
noting that ‘most of us still live within an hour’s drive of factories, even if we might 
conceptually define our society as “post-industrial”’.54 What might we find if we look 
to the ‘extraordinariness of an “ordinary” hand’, he asks.55 That is evidently where my 
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research has taken me: into small industrial patternshops, workshops and foundries in 
suburban and regional Australia.

At this point, it is important to acknowledge that ‘production’ has a long and con-
tested past within design history, as outlined in Grace Lees-Maffei’s historiography.56 
In design history’s earlier years, ‘production’ was often used as a term to describe the 
design stages, with less attention given to the actual factory processes enacted to 
bring a thing into being.57 More recently, craft theorist and curator Marilyn Zapf—in 
her analysis of engineering training in the UK—called for an expansion of design histo-
ry’s understanding of ‘production’, to encompass labour and training well beyond the 
‘well researched area of the star-designer, manufacturer, or object’.58 Zapf’s approach 
coheres with my own inclusion of industrial craft labour as an area suitable for design 
history analysis.

Why engineering patternmaking, in particular? As social historian Sarah Fayen 
Scarlett and Adamson have separately argued, patternmaking well exemplifies the 
significance of craft knowledge within industrial manufacturing.59 As an industrial 
process, patternmaking reveals how deeply interconnected manual craft, design 
planning and automated production can be in practice. From Scarlett, we learn that 
patternmaking was perceived as a working-class trade that American furniture de-
signer Charles Rohlfs (1853–1936) wanted to hide from his personal history, so as 
to avoid his popular Arts & Craft designs being sullied by his trade background.60 
Adamson notes that patternmaking is ‘a good example of the way a mass produc-
tion system can increase the importance of craft skill rather than diminishing it’.61 
Further, Adamson states that the pattern itself is an unfamiliar object for a design or 
craft historian to analyse, as

patterns and prototypes are not copies, strictly speaking, but they are mimetic 
objects, in which craft skill is tested not on the basis of originality, but by its ability 
to approximate an external ideal.62

In this way we can see how a pattern—as an object—can exceed the value of a single 
mass-produced thing, as it will, in part, dictate the quality of the ‘real thing’.63 Adamson 
has identified ‘three areas of industrial craft – finishing, prototyping, and tooling’, and 
lamented, ‘among the greatest failings of modern craft historians has been their neg-
lect of this vast terrain of second-order workmanship’.64 While Robin Holt and Andrew 
Popp’s revisionist study of Wedgwood has helped challenge some of design history’s 
false dichotomies between ‘craft’ and ‘industry’, the craft-industry relationship has far 
more to offer for inquiring design historians.65

My focus on patternmakers’ expertise, then, carries broader implications for how de-
sign history frames and values the knowledge, skills and influence of those engaged 
in industrial production. Phillip Pacey’s early suggestion for design history to emerge 
‘in relation to a broader picture which encompasses the non-professional design-
ing which preceded and has co-existed with professional design’ remains instructive 
here.66 Patternmakers, I argue, fall within this ‘broader picture’, as their practices are 
fundamentally based in design actualization—transforming a paper or digital two-
dimensional image into three-dimensional form. To ignore a patternmakers’ skill, 
knowledge and experience would be to overlook a significant and vastly under-appre-
ciated form of craft practice that is very much engaged with questions of form, sur-
face, materiality and process—all elements that are at the crux of how design comes 
into being in the world.
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(Designerly ways of) patternmaking?
The following sub-sections hone in on the patternmaking process in detail, as a way 
of engaging with the design-oriented expertise that patternmakers possess, enact and 
narrativize as they speak. For the sake of simplicity, the rest of this section will refer 
to the patternmaking process for foundries, in a ‘traditional’ casting patternshop, in 
other words, the patternmaking process prior to the widespread introduction of CNC 
machines into patternshops in the 1990s and 2000s.

Patternmakers read and write in ‘object languages’

A patternmaker began a new ‘job’ by being handed a set of engineering or design 
drawings on paper, or on a stable material, such as mylar film [6]. After studying 
the drawings and specifications, a patternmaker then produced a ‘layout’, marking 
out their own drawing to scale, on Plywood (or, prior to the widespread use of Ply, 
a wooden board). The patternmaker mentioned at this article’s opening, Williams, 
explained:

One of the most exciting parts of my job, and I can remember it as an apprentice 
… was going up ... the manager’s office, tapping on the door, and saying, ‘Dave, 
I need a job, whaddya you got for me next?’ and Dave would go to the plan file, 
and take out the next job, and we’d roll that drawing out onto the bench, and I’d 
look at it and go,

‘Yep, yep, righto,’ ... Sometimes we’d sit there and look at a drawing for two 
hours on a bench, and nut that out, and see it in our minds, and agree on things. 
And then I’d go away and get started. And that – I found that just enthralling. 
And then to go away and make it happen was ... making it happen was almost 
secondary to that initial excitement of reading a drawing, and seeing the thing in 
three dimensions in my own mind. … to make a full-size layout – which is virtu-
ally another drawing – we would make that on a sheet of plywood … we would 
use a scribe and dividers, and engineer’s marking out equipment, to inscribe that 
object.67

The importance of reading a drawing, re-drawing and thus visualizing was key. 
Patternmakers often make much of the fact that being able to read a design or en-
gineering drawing is a key skill that they possess (and often express surprise at de-
sign and manufacturing professionals who cannot understand technical drawings). 
Patternmaker Debra Schuckar said,

When I see a drawing, I can visualise it three dimensionally in my head … it just 
comes to me … I can see the finest detail, I can see the grain in the timber, I can 
see everything.68

Here, Schuckar is describing how she spoke about drawing when she was interviewed 
for her patternmaking apprenticeship, as a fifteen-year-old. Speaking about drawing in 
this way got her the job.

It makes sense now to return to Cross’ ‘designerly ways of knowing’. Cross states 
that designers ‘use “codes” that translate abstract requirements into concrete objects’, 
and they ‘use these codes to both “read” and “write” in “object languages”’ .69 In 
this respect, patternmakers speak—and make—in that same language. Patternmakers 
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understand form, geometry, light and visuality in a similar way to a designer. In my 
interview with Schuckar, she even used the same terminology, ‘language’, as Cross:

Patternmakers speak another language, and it’s very hard to describe. I  don’t 
know if I described it well to you today, what a patternmaker does. It’s a language 
within itself.70

To reiterate, patternmakers possess an understanding of the material world that is 
embodied, visual and object-oriented, enabling them to both ‘speak’ (draw) and ‘read’ 
the coded language of design form. As with designers, patternmakers ‘think’ through 
the process of drawing.

Fig 6. Patternmaking process 
for a brake strut, including 
layout, pattern, corebox and 
casting, 2009. Pattern and 
photographs by Tim Wighton, 
reproduced with permission.
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Patternmakers are solution focused

Returning to the ‘nutting out’ that Williams referred to, this is about how patternmak-
ers had to plan for how the object was to be moulded and cast—in other words, the 
‘methods’. While this planning process was partly undertaken by other specialists (e.g. 
engineer, toolmaker, moulder, industrial designer), patternmakers were traditionally 
very involved. Patternmaker Tim Wighton explained,

[My former employer] was very collaborative in [their] design processes. I was on 
equal footing with the product designers and methods engineers. They under-
stood and took advantage of patternmaking being a multi-disciplinary trade, not 
just on the crafting side but on the intellectual side too. I can not only read draw-
ings but understand and reinterpret them to make the object castable. Adding 
allowances for machining, contraction and taper. Designing cores, coreboxes, joint 
lines and loose pieces.

Then there [are] all the methoding considerations: How many castings can fit in 
a moulding box? Where/ how will we feed the casting? Ingates, runners, risers, 
chills, vents, tie-bars. All this before you even get to actually making the tooling …

The methoder handed me a drawing, told me how many castings he wanted in a 
mould box, and suggested how the job was to be methoded. From that point the 
job was wholly mine; design, crafting, trialing and altering (it’s a rare pattern that 
works first time without any modification)… the patternmaker still had control 
over the design and construction of the tooling.71

I have quoted Wighton at length here because of his intriguing use of the term design. 
It may be a subtly different understanding of design than we are used to at the Journal 
of Design History, but Wighton is quite clear: design, for him, is closely tied to the au-
tonomy he was once afforded as a patternmaker at this particular foundry. It is about 
judgment, decisions, making and iterative testing. As Wighton explains, patternmakers 
do not merely make patterns, but must plan and design the pattern’s cores, joint-lines, 
taper, runners and risers, vents and so forth. These elements may not be familiar terms 
outside of the foundry industry, but they are production considerations that are neces-
sary for an effective mould and resultant casting to be created.

When understood in this way, we are not far from Cross’ argument that designers’ 
‘mode of problem-solving is “solution focused”’,72 compared to scientists who focus 
on understanding the problem at hand. In this respect, patternmakers are more akin 
to designers, in the sense that their motivation is to produce the solution, rather than 
to articulate what the impeding issues are (unless this articulation is necessary in order 
to convince an engineer to make a change). For a patternmaker, the solution to the 
‘problem’ is the realization of the design in a physical form that enables a mould to be 
successfully created. Patternmaker Murrells likewise reflected:

I guess, in a way, patternmakers solve problems. There’s a design, that comes 
along, and it gets turned into a drawing, or a sketch, or whatever it is. And you 
solve that problem, you turn it into the three-dimensional object that they want.

Murrells added—discussing both patternmaking and clay modelling,

You’re told what shape you have to do from a drawing and you’re problem solving, 
and I think that at the end of the day you’re probably 50 per cent a shape-maker, 
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and 50 per cent a problem-solver. That’s how I saw myself … So how do I make 
this? How do I do this?73

Patternmaking, then, is cohesion of manual craft, tacit knowledge, intellectual under-
standing and aesthetic consideration. This process results in a myriad of decisions 
that the patternmaker must make, all of which can affect the ultimate form of the 
final product, although they are rarely recognized as possessing design expertise. 
Patternmaking may not constitute ‘design’ in the authorial sense of original creativity, 
but this type of process planning—enabled through experience, iteration and experi-
mentation—embeds and actualizes design at every stage. We will return to Wighton’s 
experience further on.

Patternmakers’ mode of thinking is constructive

Cross claims that a designers’ ‘mode of thinking is “constructive”’.74 In making this 
argument, he contrasts the ‘analytic’ mode of thought from the sciences, with the con-
structive nature of designing. Cross identifies what has now become a clichéd charac-
teristic of design thinking: designers are well known for redefining the question, rather 
than simply analysing a given problem. Cross explains, ‘design is a process of pattern 
synthesis, rather than pattern recognition ... it has to be actively constructed by the 
designer’s own efforts’.75 Curiously, were we to insert the term ‘patternmaker’ in place 
of the word ‘designer’ in the above quote, and it would still make sense, although a 
subtly different kind of sense.

In my discussions with patternmakers, many have noted that in the pattern planning 
process, the problems identified by engineers, moulders and managers were often 
quite different from the problems (and solutions) identified by patternmakers. One of 
most frequent ways that the problem was reframed had to do with the limitations of 
materials and their affordances. The most significant consideration for patternmakers 
was usually metal shrinkage: accounting for the amount that metal contracts as it cools. 
One of a patternmaker’s most prized tools, therefore, was their set of contraction rules, 
known in different regions as a shrink rule, shrink gauge or a patternmakers’ scale [7]. 
There were rules (gauges) for steel, copper, bronze, aluminium and so forth. Shrinkage 
meant, for example, that a pattern had a different form and dimensions to the desired 
end product, a factor that sometimes troubled their clients and designers, who did not 
always recognize their intended ‘final product’ in the pattern. Patternmaker Anthony 
Freemantle explained:

The other people from other trades and other skill areas … didn’t understand the 
concept of shrinkage, they didn’t understand the concept of taper, they didn’t 
understand the concepts of contraction and so forth, and they didn’t understand 
the concept of actually how you could split your pattern up, and where you should 
place the joint line, which half is going in which half of the box, when are we 
going to add a third moulding box in the middle, and we found it was too hard 
to train these people.76

Essentially, a patternmaker’s understanding of material properties meant thinking 
about form in an entirely different way: a temporal, design-conscious and process-
based understanding of object formation.

This brings us to the act of pattern construction itself. Having planned their pattern and 
methods, a patternmaker then used hand and machine tools to construct their pattern, 
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alongside designing the core box, plate and cores.77 Murrells described patternmaking 
prior to CNC:

There was no CNC machinery or anything high tech back in those days, it didn’t 
exist. It was all just all hand and machinery, and all your work was done off a 
bandsaw, or a sander, and then chisels and planes and that sort of thing. All hand 
work, the majority of it.78

Patternmakers tended to have larger tool collections than carpenters or cabinetmakers, 
often taking up several (handmade) toolboxes, and including tools they made them-
selves (because of the rarity and expense of their specialized kit).79 This included chisels, 
paring gouges, swan neck gouges, spoon gouges, among many others. In a mid- to 
late twentieth-century patternshop, the machinery at hand often included a circular 
saw, band saw, buzzer, sanding machine, wood lathe, thicknesser and a router: all 
machinery that requires an active and careful handling by a trained user. The actual 
making of the pattern itself was an exercise in precision (or at least precision to the de-
gree that timber will allow). When describing his colleague ‘Colin’, patternmaker Bryan 
Poynton observed:

There seem to be two types of patternmakers: one who likes to get a block of 
wood and start taking things out, like he might have a sculpture, pieces out to 

Fig 7. E. Preston & Sons, brass 
contraction rule. Photograph by 
Peter Williams, reproduced with 
permission.
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find the model, … then people like Colin, who had actually fabricate it out of small 
blocks … So his patterns were very accurate but they were no visual works of art, 
you know they’re sort of patchy looking but, you know, beautifully made. I sort of 
fitted somewhere in between those two methods of making. … It’s not sensible 
to make some things out of a solid block. It’s much more accurate and quicker to 
build them up from pieces.80

Here patternmaking is shown to be a constructive process requiring the individual 
judgement of the patternmaker as to how to proceed. There is usually more than one 
way to build up a pattern, although one way might be much more efficient or accurate 
than another.81

Tackling ill-defined problems?

For design historians, it might be surprising to learn that patternmakers are not particu-
larly interested in the final product—which of course designers and design historians 
are. In fact, often patternmakers never saw the final, mass-produced object that their 
pattern was used to produce. In a view that reflects what I heard from other pattern-
makers, Poynton said,

To be honest I was never all that interested in the final product. I was totally inter-
ested in the wooden aspect of it. If I was making component I didn’t care what it 
was for basically … of course, having a mind to the way it was successfully going 
to mould, and then my job was done.82

Williams likewise reiterated that the actual function of the manufactured object—as it 
exists out in the world—was not a concern for him, unless it specifically affected the 
form of the pattern (e.g. if a surface needed to be machined):

Quite often you wouldn’t even care what it was. You know, you’d be making a 
pattern for an object, and you’d look at the object and you might not even rec-
ognise it, not even know where it’s going, what purpose it’s serving in industry or 
manufacturing, you know, you really didn’t think about it, you’d just make it.83

Their focus was on achieving the best quality pattern and mould for the manufacturing 
process in use; in that respect, the form had to be just right, but the ongoing life of the 
thing was far less relevant (not part of their ‘solution’). Other patternmakers had subtly 
different views about this. Patternmaker Paul Kay, for instance, said that he enjoyed it 
when he worked on patterns such as rail welding equipment, because it was not just 
more mass-produced junk: ‘you could actually say, well this is something decent, it’s 
required, it’s useful. The general population, or industry, is getting something really 
worthwhile here’.84 Exceptions aside, this still remains a rather different disposition to 
a designer: patternmakers make forms, not ideas.

This bring us to Cross’ final category of ‘designerly forms of knowing’, where he states 
that designers ‘tackle ill-defined problems’.85 This point is a key divergence between 
the knowledge structures of designers and patternmakers, at least in terms of their 
paid labour. The required task of a patternmaker is highly specific and structured, ra-
ther than open-ended. Kay was quite clear about this:

We weren’t designing the product. We were working from a drawing that was 
designed by someone else and it was using our knowledge of a product’s mould-
ability. That was really the only part where we were being creative.86
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From here we can understand that patternmaking was not creative in a loose, free, 
‘ill-defined’ sense. As I have noted earlier, a key distinction is the fact that patternmak-
ers were not the ‘authors’ of the designed objects, but intermediaries who played an 
important role along the way. Accordingly, all of my statements about the ‘design 
knowledge’ of patternmakers must be understood not as a claim towards their cre-
ative, individual acts of designing new things, but their collaborative role in the actual-
ization of design. This highlights my earlier clarification in the Introduction—I am not 
conflating the two professional categories, but rather, arguing that they have shared 
forms of design knowledge in many, but not all, respects. It was within the restrictions 
of their brief—to accurately produce a pattern, mould or tooling—that patternmak-
ers exercised a considerable amount of decisional autonomy and judgment. There are 
moments, however, where patternmakers stepped beyond this, and where their exper-
tise resulted in subtle but often important changes to the final product, as explained in 
the following section.

Making changes (and complaining about designers)
We have established that patternmakers did not mindlessly create mere copies of the 
‘real thing’, but carefully planned and produced a pattern, which was a functional 
interpretation of a drawing in subtly different dimensions to the original. In this sec-
tion, we explore how patternmakers’ expertise often resulted in modification to the 
form and moulding methods, in order to make production feasible and viable.87 Such 
changes generally had to be negotiated with the engineer or designer, in a process of 
co-design (although it would almost never be called this). Wighton explained that at 
one of the foundries where he worked,

If through staring at the drawing longer than they [the engineers] did, you found 
something, it wasn’t a big issue to say, ‘Look, I reckon maybe you could squeeze 
an extra one in the [moulding] box if you did it this way’, or ‘maybe can we adjust 
that?’ … So that was the planning stage, and then the actual pattern was made 
was more or less the patternmaker’s decision.88

This collaborative communication between those involved in the pre-production and 
manufacturing stages is not just a contemporary phenomenon, and has also been 
noted by technology historian John K. Brown, in relation to the nineteenth-century 
drafting work of the engineer Robert Hawthorn. Brown stated, ‘when skilled pattern-
makers interpreted Robert Hawthorn’s sketches, they necessarily exerted a substantial 
influence over the full-sized design’.89 Likewise, patternmaker John Looker described 
the close relationship between patternmakers and draughtsmen in 1950s Australia, 
‘The daily visit between the drawing office staff was interesting to me. … There was 
a mutual understanding between both groups’.90 This close—daily!—connection be-
tween design and pre-production resulted in mutual understandings that have perhaps 
eroded in more recent times.

Through the process of bringing a drawing to life, patternmakers were sometimes frus-
trated by the designers and engineers they worked with. Murrells explained how his 
tacit understanding of how light bounces off a curved surface was something that he 
learned over time, as a patternmaker and clay modeller for automotive design:

Designers are great at illustrating and ideas, but when it comes to three dimen-
sions not all of them really have a clear understanding. But coming from a pat-
ternmaking background, having a good understanding of shape and form and 
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how to actually create that … a lot of [designers] have an understanding of what 
they want it to look like, but not necessarily how to get to that finished product … 
Working in three dimensions is different to working on a sketch or on a computer’s 
instructions … The designer may want a surface to do a certain thing and, I use 
the term, ‘light up’ in a certain way … it creates a differentiation between surfaces 
hence gives you that proportional value. As a modeler [and patternmaker], you 
understand that sometimes it’s not achievable. So you have to try and convince 
[the designers], and nine times out of ten you would put in what they want, and 
then you could explain to them in visual terms why it doesn’t work, and then we 
attack that problem with a different solution.91

Not all designers, Murrells felt, possessed this form of three-dimensional comprehension.

Murrells is not alone in his gentle professional critique of designers. Other patternmak-
ers I spoke with had similar views, variously describing designers as ‘a bit precious’,92 
and sometimes even decrying their ineptitude.

Every day I’m asked to make or modify tooling in ways that I know to be wrong, 
that what I do today will come back some time in the future to be redone, either 
due to poor design or engineering.93

The above quote, shared anonymously, reflects a frustration that patternmakers often 
express—where their technical and design knowledge surpasses that of the designers 
or engineers they are working with. Patternmaking business owner Deborah Tyrrell out-
lined similar processes of negotiation before a pattern was produced. Tyrrell observed 
that with the introduction of CADD, industrial designers have become less cognizant of 
the material and technological capacities of manufacturing processes:

This is where they [designers] don’t understand … One of our manufacturing com-
panies has just employed a new industrial designer and it has taken him probably 
six to twelve months to get up to speed to understand the restrictions … Some of 
the people coming out [of university], they think, ‘we’re industrial designers, we 
know.’ And you think, ‘No, you don’t.’94

As Tyrrell recounted to me, process knowledge meant that CADD files often included 
unworkable forms, which simply could not be produced, or did not have appropriate 
tolerances, curves or undercuts. The forms would then have to be reworked, through 
a collaborative process that was not always a positive experience, hampered by eco-
nomic stresses, power relations and time constraints.

I return now to Wighton’s experience, as it offers a striking example of how, more re-
cently, some of the decisional autonomy afforded to patternmakers has been shifted 
out of their hands. When Wighton moved foundries, he found that the agency given 
to him also changed:

[This foundry] just presents me with the finished pattern and accompanying meth-
ods … All I have to do is post-process it (sanding, painting, branding) and stick it 
in a moulding box. No designing, no methoding consultation…95

This dynamic is tied in with the increasing use of CNC machines, 3D printing and CADD 
in the patternmaking process. With the introduction of these technologies, one result 
is that more decisional autonomy tends to be afforded to engineers and managers, 
with less tacit decision-making afforded to tradespeople on the shopfloor.96 Like Tyrrell, 
Wighton felt that his shopfloor experience meant that he understood far more about 
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how to plan a pattern’s methods, than, for example, a recently graduated engineer 
who sat in front of a computer all day, and rarely visited the shopfloor.

These tensions are underwritten by social class: engineering patternmakers are quali-
fied tradespeople with apprenticeship backgrounds. Industrial designers and engineers 
are, at least in the past four decades in Australia,97 tertiary educated, white-collar pro-
fessionals. It is not unheard of for designers, engineers and managers to ignore the 
advice of skilled tradespeople on this basis. Of course, tensions between occupational 
groups are not unusual in workplaces,98 but the relationship between designers and 
tradespeople is yet to be thoroughly explored in design history.99 This dynamic is com-
plex enough to warrant an article on its own, and I cannot do justice to it compre-
hensively in the space remaining. But let this be said: the patternmakers’ critique of 
designers (and engineers) is a crucial relation for design historians and designers to 
acknowledge. The twenty-first century enthusiasm for ‘design thinking’ has placed 
designers’ knowledge and skills on a pedestal, with the inferred meaning that other 
professional groups are perhaps not as capable, creative or clever. More often than not, 
manufacturing tradespeople, when they are considered at all, are thought to be pro-
cess workers, inflexible traditional thinkers, not in keeping with the ‘innovative’ times 
ahead. As this article has shown, the reality of object production (past and present) is 
far more collaborative, integrated and entangled, where a variety of specialized groups 
work together to bring an object into being.100 It is important to be reminded of the 
complexities of authorship and production in industrial manufacture—intricacies that 
are easily glossed-over when we name an industrial designer as the creator of a design.

Conclusion
Returning to Scarlett’s account of late nineteenth-century patternmaking, she notes 
that patternmaking was ‘a greatly respected skill that required a significant degree of 
individual creativity, precision, and intimacy with materials’.101 In spite of this, Scarlett 
notes that designers such as Rohlfs were driven to conceal their trade ‘roots’, so as not 
to tarnish his identity as a furniture designer. While the denigration of factory produc-
tion may have had its roots in the industrial revolution, it reverberated throughout the 
twentieth century and still lingers today, within and beyond the world of design. The 
generalized lack of appreciation of the skills, knowledge and capacities of industrial 
craft practitioners is also part of what has led to a largely uncritical embrace of tech-
nologies such as CNC machines and 3D printing.102

While robotics and additive manufacturing technologies have been much celebrated 
in the first decades of the twenty-first century, far more could be said of how these 
emerging technologies augment the labour of highly skilled tradespeople—often 
reducing their roles to mundane hand-finishing tasks. Sanding and painting, sanding 
and painting: for a highly skilled patternmaker accustomed to planning and building 
an entire pattern, this was often too much to bear. This deskilling of specialist trades is 
usually seen as an inevitable consequence of technological change. Yet if we amassed 
a deeper understanding of industrial craftsworkers’ skill, knowledge and capacities—
including their understanding of design—then we may not be so swift to undermine 
them. This is why I  have chosen to draw attention to invisible actors in production 
processes—those who are key players in making objects materialize, but who are rarely 
acknowledged, let alone highly valued, within and beyond design history. In the race to 
embrace digital fabrication technologies and robotic production, I urge us to pause and 
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look back to the recent past, asking not only what we have lost, but also what might 
be revalued and reimagined in the present context.
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